The electronic structure of the quasi-one dimensional conductor K 0.3 MoO 3 has been measured using high resolution resonant inelastic x-ray scattering and x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The data is compared to that from the related two dimensional insulator α-MoO 3. Scattering features are observed from both oxides that are explained in terms of the band momentum selectivity of the scattering process, allowing a comparison of the scattering data to recent band structure calculations.
Synchrotron radiation excited resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) and soft x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) are emerging as important probes of electronic structure in complex materials. XES allows the local, element-and site-specific partial density of states (PDOS) to be measured for valence band states, while RIXS measures low energy valence excitations with the same element and site specificity.
1,2 An interesting issue in the application of these spectroscopies is their sensitivity to the dimensionality of the sample. We report here an exploration of dimensional effects in soft x-ray emission and scattering from the prototypical low dimensional transition metal oxide K 0.3 MoO 3 ("blue bronze"). X-rays scattered at the O K-edge were found to be sensitive to the band momentum, k. This is unexpected since the strong quasione dimensionality in K 0.3 MoO 3 would favor a more localized interaction, 3 and the strong electron -phonon coupling associated with the Peierls transition observed in K 0.3 MoO 3 may serve to scatter the intermediate state. 4 Our results provide new insight on the electronic structure of molybdenum oxide bronzes.
Quasi-one dimensional (1D) transition metal oxides have been studied for many years since they exhibit some of the most complex electronic behavior in solids. Strong electronelectron and electron-phonon interactions lead to phenomena such as charge density waves, superconductivity, periodic lattice distortions, and Peierls transitions. 5, 6 K 0.3 MoO 3 is a member of a large class of quasi-low dimensional layered materials, the Mo oxide bronzes, 7 and displays a strongly anisotropic electronic structure. 4, 6 The parent compound α-MoO 3 has a related crystal structure, but is a quasi-two dimensional (2D) insulator. Despite the enduring interest in these materials, there have been few measurements of their electronic structure using RIXS or resonant soft x-ray emission spectroscopy XES. 8 RIXS can be used, under the proper circumstances, to probe the k resolved band structure of solids. [9] [10] [11] The mechanism that provides k selectivity is not direct, as in angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES), but dependent on the properties in k space of the intermediate and final RIXS states. As a result, the subset of the Brillouin zone represented in a particular RIXS spectrum can be rather complex. There are also exceptions to band momentum conservation that are not simple to predict. For instance, in the graphite C K edge RIXS results from Carlisle et al., there is strong k selectivity at excitation energies close to the C K-edge, but the band features appear on a background that roughly resembles the nonresonant (fluorescent) C K edge x-ray emission spectrum. 11 The origin of the background lies in x-ray absorption structure of NiO. 14 RIXS and XES measurements were made in ultra-high vacuum using a Nordgren type spherical grating x-ray spectrometer. 15 The O K-edge emission respectively. The XES spectra are recorded for excitation energies well above the O K-edge threshold, and represent the O 2p partial density of states. In both orientations, the width of the emission band is 6 eV, which corresponds well to both XPS measurements, 19, 20 and calculations of valence band width. 21 In the E in || [102] orientation, there is an increase in spectral weight,
relative to E in || b, above the main π peak at ~ 528 eV. This is the energy region near E F , and is dominated by states primarily of Mo 4d character, as previous observed using photoemission spectroscopy. 4, 17, 20 orbital is parallel to the b axis, and thus the states have the strongest projection along the b axis. 21 With E in || b in our 90< measurement geometry, we only detect emission which has a polarization vector perpendicular to b, and thus dipole emission from these states is most easily observed with E in || [102] . Such symmetry selection in XES arising from different measurement geometries with respect to bond directions is only to be expected in crystalline systems. 22 The XAS results from K 0.3 MoO 3 are also similar between the two orientations. The π* peak and σ* peaks appear at 530.8 eV and 534.5 eV, respectively, in both cases. A change in relative intensity of the π* peak and σ* peaks is seen between the two sample orientations, and agrees with previously published results. 8, 23 The shape of the Β* peak, especially on the low energy side, is nearly identical in the two orientations. This similarity, along with the results of a DFT calculation of the low lying unoccupied states, 21 suggests that at least the lower energy side of the peak originates from the same band in both orientations. The bottom panel of Fig do not originate from localized excitations, and that a band interpretation may be appropriate. 12 Also visible in spectra A through C in Fig. 3 is a reduction in spectral weight (relative to spectra D and E) on both the high energy edge of the main emission feature, and the low energy side below about 524 eV. For spectrum D and higher excitation energies the XES spectrum resembles the PDOS, as in Fig. 2 . This picture may also explain the larger energy shift of feature i in α-MoO 3 than in K 0.3 MoO 3 .
Alternatively, it is also possible that the larger width measured in K 0.3 MoO 3 is at least in part due to greater width of the occupied band corresponding to feature ii. Thirdly, the difference in width could be the effect of intermediate state scattering. In α-MoO 3 , the 3 eV band gap suppresses multielectron scattering in the intermediate state. 9 In K 0.3 MoO 3 , there is no band gap, and although the density of states at E F in K 0.3 MoO 3 is small, multielectron scattering may play a role. Lastly, the difference in peak width could be due to the existence of a shallow exciton in the final RIXS state in K 0.3 MoO 3 that is not present (or smaller) in α-MoO 3 . 9 Such an exciton would have to be small enough to elude detection in XAS measurements.
In conclusion, we have used resonant inelastic x-ray scattering and soft x-ray emission to compare the electronic structure of the metallic quasi-one dimensional Mo bronze K 
